At Corning Cable Systems, success is the only option.

That’s why we offer a 100 percent Yield Warranty on our UniCam® Connectors. If a UniCam Connector is purchased through one of Corning Cable Systems’ authorized distributors and it fails to meet the Corning Cable Systems published specifications at the time of installation, Corning Cable Systems will deliver a replacement connector to the customer or user of the UniCam Connector upon the customer’s or end-user’s written request.

This offer applies to single-mode and multimode UniCam Connectors, including LC, SC, ST® compatible, FC and MTP® connector types.

In addition to the Yield Warranty, Corning Cable Systems has an experienced support team that can be deployed across the country at no cost to you for onsite UniCam Connector installation support, including training of installers new to the product.

For more information on our 100 percent Yield warranty, to request a replacement connector, or to learn more about our nationwide support team, call 800-743-2675.

Refer to the specific Terms and Conditions of the UniCam Connectors 100 percent Yield Warranty below.

Terms and Conditions


2. Replacement connectors will be sent upon receipt of the returned connectors to the selling distributor or to Corning Cable Systems. No replacements will be provided for connectors which have been altered or misused.

3. For replacement requests of more than 100 connectors, Corning Cable Systems may send a trained technician to evaluate connector installation methods or tools. Repeated requests may also require a visit from a Corning Cable Systems technician. Corning Cable Systems reserves the sole right to decide whether to provide onsite support.

4. Corning Cable Systems reserves the sole right to discontinue, modify or cancel this promotional offer at any time for any reason whatsoever without notice.

5. Any person found tampering with or abusing any aspect of this promotion, as solely determined by Corning Cable Systems, will be disqualified from this promotional offer and may be ineligible to participate in future promotions.

6. Corning Cable Systems reserves the right to improve, enhance and modify the features and specifications of Corning Cable Systems products without prior notification.

7. Corning Cable Systems’ sole obligation is to deliver replacement connectors. Corning Cable Systems will not be liable for any labor charges or for any consequential, incidental, special or other damages or expenses of any customer or user of UniCam Connectors.

8. This Yield Warranty shall not exclude nor limit or affect in any other way any warranty or other rights provided by the selling distributor to the customer or end user of the UniCam Connector.